“Classic” or Foundational Books for the Communication Discipline*


*Compiled by a highly selective survey (6/2000-10/2000) of:

Dawn O. Braithwaite, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Director of Graduate Studies
Communication Studies Department, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0329

**Some personal additions ala ‘BS’:**
Anderson: *Communication theory*.
Borges: *Collected fiction*.
Bragg: *All over but the shoutin*.
Darwin: *Origin of species*.
Feyerabend: *Against method*.
Gottman: *What predicts divorce?*
Heller: *Catch 22*.
Kibler & Barker: *Conceptual frontiers in speech-communication*.
LeShan & Margenau: *Einstein’s space and Van Gogh’s sky*.
Neruda: *Love poems*.
Popper: *The logic of scientific discovery*.
Wittgenstein: *Blue and Brown books*.
I have started a list, with the help of some colleagues, of a list of great books in interpersonal communication. There are classics and contemporary books here. I have tried to avoid anthologies for the most part, but there are some important anthologies listed. The list is by no means complete.


